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INSTITUTION Rank Score
Harvard University 1 4.95
The University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) 2 4.93
.' Yale Universily 3 '4.92
The University of· Chicago 4 4.91 ,
Universily of California. Berkeley (Boall .Hall) • 5 4.89
Stanlord University 6 4.87
Columbia University 7 4.85
Cornell University 8 4.81
Duke University ~ 9 4.78
University 01 Pennsylvania 10 4.76 .
Vanderbilt University 11 4.74
Northwestern University . 12 4.71
New York University '13 4.68
University ofCalilornia. Los Angeles 14 4.66
Boston University 15 4.50
University 01 Virginia 16 4.48 .
State University 01 New York at BuRalo 17 4.46
University 01 California. San Francisco (Hastings) 18 4.45
University 01 Wisconsin (Madison) 19 4.44
University 01 Washington (Seallle) 20 4.43
University 01 North Carolina (Chapel Hill) 21 4.42
University 01 Minnesota 22 4.41
The Ohio State University 23 4.40
Georgetown University (D.C.) 24 4.38·
The University 01 Texas at Austin 25 4.37
Tulane University 26 4.36
University 01 California, Davis . 27 4.35
University 01 Illinois (Urbana) 28 4.33
The George Washington University , 29 4.32
Indiana University (Bloomington) 30 4.31
Fordham University 31 4.30
The University 01 Iowa (Iowa Cityl 32 4.28
University 01 Southern Calif~rnia 33 4.26
Albany Law School (Union University) . . 34 4.23
University olliotre Dame 35 4.20
University 01 Utah - 36 4.18
! _ Marquene University 37 4.15
Loyola .University (Los Angelesl 38' 4.12
University of Ihe Pacific (California) 39 4.09
The American ~niversity 40 4.07
Case Western Reserve 41 4.04
.
Gourman 'Report
LOy.ola Moving Up'
By Jonathon Mandel
Hold on to your sheepskin's, aLoyola diploma may be gaining in
value. This rise in its standing among national law schools bas been
marked and according to Professor Jack Gourman, a well known eval-
uator of professional schools, it should continue to do' well in his future
ratings. In an interview with the Reporter, Gourrnan spoke highly of
the Law School. He said, "I consider it to be a first rate law school.
The rating is very high on theschool, It's in the top 30 or 40 schools."
Loyola is rated 37th in the 1980edition. He has placed it in "strong
school" category along with such other California schools as U.S.C., San-
ta Clara, and McGeorge. .
In an interview, Mr. Gourman compared Loyola favorably to other
law schools in the area. In his opinion, "U.S.C. is not a better school
that Loyola." He believes that the differencebetween the schools is due
to image. U.S.C. has the money and the ability to publicize itself, but
the education available at Loyola is on par ..
As for UCLA, although it is clearly the most prestigious law school
in town, it is having problems and has moved 3 slots down since
Gourman's 1977edition. He also thinks that UCLA has been hurt by the
turmoil over the affirmative action program. .
Of the other law schools in the area, Gourman is most impressed
with.Pepperdine. He believes that their dean is exceptional. This factor,
together with a great location, a good faculty, and substantial monetary
support, establish the school as a future contender. .
He is not as high on Whittier College of Law which he classifies
as "a young law school and lagging far behind in total quality."
Gourman had especially harsh words concerning Southwestern. He
is critical of their public relations in regard to their past misstatements
about the bar passage rate in 1980.This, along with past accreditation.,.
Profant Interview
1. What is the future of jobs for
Loyola students in terms of their
experience this year and whaf does
(it look like for graduating stu-
dents? .
I think that the job market is
substantially better for Loyola stu- •
dents than it was two or three
yeans ago. There are two reasons:
the reputation of the school has.
suddenly, by leaps and bounds, be-
- come much better as perceived by
the legal community, and certain-
ly the placement office has de-
veloped and organized-so that we
have more direct access to jobs.
The attorney jobs listings have
doubled from a year ago, and this
100 per cent increase in the
number of attorney jobs listed
with us begins to serve students
not-successful via on-campus pro-
grams. Secondly, at the same
time, the legal market in Los An-
geles is recently good, at least
compared to other places in the
country. L.A. firms are expanding
and growing. Because of that
growth in the local market and be-
cause four activated alumni ties in
Southern California, we should
continue to be exploding in our
position. Statistically speaking,
the ABA schools during the last 5
Look Out Sam!
EJruinsma Off and Running?
by Mitch Earle
Loyola Dean Ted Bruisma appears to be off and
running for the 1982Republican nomination for the
U.S. Senate. Although downplaying' his political
aspirations to the immediate Loyola Law School
community, several sources have collectivelyleft li-
tle doubt "that Bruisma plans to take a six month
leave of absence 'from his deanship.
A short piece in the Long Beach Press Tele-
gram, published March 2, 1981, said that Bruinsma
"has decided to run." Two weeks earlier, a local pa-
per in Paso Robles reported that Bruinsma had seri-
ously considered running for the U.S. Senate some-
where around the time he· became Loyola's Dean.
The article, in the February 18-24issue of the Coup- -
try News, also reported that Bruinsma "will
soon announce his candidacy."
In a March 4th interView, Bruinsma told The
Reporter only that a large group of business leaders
had approached him to consider running for Hay- __
akawa's seat. When queriedas to whether he was
running or not, Bruinsma commented, "thereis a
non-story here. At present, I am just 'testing the wa-
ters.' "
A memorandum sent by the Dean to the faculty
two days later stared that the President 'of LMU,
Father Merrifield, S.J., has agreed to grant
Bruinsma a leave of absence "should I ultimately
conclude to go for. the' Senate." Bruinsma's March
6th memo further mentioned, "To enter such a race
would C require a' difficult decision of many
dimensions, not the least of whichis my loyalty and
concern. for Loyola Law School."
The 59-year-old dean is a pioneer of the data
punch card processing system and t e former presi-
dent of both Lear Jet and Harvest Industries. Cur-
rently residing in Rancho Palos Verdes.jhe Harvard-
educated lawyer and businessman is a part-time resi-
dent of San Miguel near Paso Robles, where he has
Dean Ted Bruinsma
owned a grain ranch since ,1963.
In a mid-March interview, Bruinsma strongly de-
fended his 'political ambitions. "If I left the school
tomorrow, - I don't owe the school anything and they
don't owe me anything." ..
In this interview, The Reporter was told, "Eve-
ryone is excited about me running, but I don't know
about the faculty." When asked why he talked about
his possible candidacy with only the smaller press
outside of L.A. area, Bruinsma replied that he feld
he would not get much coverage in the larger, metro-
politan papers such as the L.w. Times.
. The Dean was right. Earlier this month, there
appeared an article in The Times about Bruinsma's
candidacy. It appeared on page 23. The April 2nd arti-
cle, plus one written up in a local Santa Monica pa-
per, provide the most recent and conclusive accounts
of the Dean's intentions. At press time, no announce-
ment has been made to the Loyola student body not
has any update been issued with respect to the memo
to the faculty.
InsideStory .on New Building
.by MITCH EARLE
Imagine a full length basketball
court. Envision a 78' x 36' tennis
court. Visualize a 30' x 60' vol-
leyball court. Too good to be true?
Well, at one time all this and more
was true.
According to a report by the
archi tects of the $6 million con-
struction project currently under-
way at Loyola, Frank O. Gehry
and Ass 0 cia t e s .and
Brooks/Collier, the law school was
to be blessed with these extensive
recreational facilities. In addition,
these athletic courts were all to be
accessible to 'dressing rooms and
.an equipment storage area.
The Master Plan, entitled
"Archltectural Program of the
Expansion and Remodeling of
Loyola Law School," which runs
well over 100 pages, cited one of
the reasons for these additions as
being "to encourage students to
stay on .carnpus longer to partici-
pate more fully in the life of
Loyola Law School." Although the
rationale may still exist, the plans
for the basketball, tennis, 'and vol-
leyball courts do not. .
Frank O. Gehry and Associates
could not be reached forcomment
upon' the discrepancy between the
Master Plan report and _the cur-
rent blueprints, which show no
signs of athletic life. Steve John-
son, the new Business and Opera-
tions Director, commented that at
present "there are no provisions
for recreational facilities' other
than the student louge."
The present lack of planned rec-
reational facilities concomitant to
the new buildings raises the issue
of what happened to the results of :a questionaire given to students,
faculty, and administrators in
Spring, 1979. The purpose of the
survey was to determine preferen-
ces for recreational facilities as- .
sociated with construction of the'
'new buildings.
Analysis of the survey was sum-
marized, "from the preferences
indicated' by campus users, cam-
-pus planning shoudl seek. to ac-
comodate tennis .facilities, im-
proved basketball facilities, to-
gether with open space for lawn
and trees." Lockers and showers
.were "regarded as essential." At
present, three showers are to be
included in the new building along
with a small locker room, accord-
ing to Johnson.
PARKING LACKING
Continued on Page 7
Future Looks Good
years have been asorbed into legal
employment at the same rate with
last year showing a 1 per cent in-
crease. This means that despite
greatly increasing numbers, law-
yers found work as easily as 5
years ago. Troublesome statistics
about unemployment are not from
the ABA' schools in California.
2. You mentioned that you just
finished a survey of Loyola grads
from this year.
Yes. Those are the people that
are graduated in the Class of 1980
and who have winter or summer'
bar results, We surveded that
group asking where they are em-
ployed, what they are doing, and
how much money they make. If
they are not employed, we remind
them that w'e can provide services
to them. Of that group, 97 per cent
are telling us that they are employ-
ed, Now of that group, there are 11
or 12 people who are employed in
legally related positions and are
satisfied. Last year when I did this
preliminary survey, 91 per cent
were employed in February, while
97 per cent are employed this year
as far as information is available.
3. And you think that difference
is possibily due to the rise in the
2 The Loyola Reporter Wednesday, April 15, 1981
Pat Brown on Death Penalty
. by Terry Canfield
On March 10, 19~1at 7:30 p.m.
every seat in the Moot Court Room
was taken by those anticipating a
panel discussion on capital punish-
ment. The speakers' purpose was
to define the reality and discuss
the procedure ·of the adminis-
tration of the death penalty rather
than to debate the pros and cons of
_ the death penalty itself. Professor
Gerald Uelman acted as mod-
erator of the panel. The other par-
ticipants were former Governor,
Edmund G. Brown' and Ninth
Circuit Judge Arthur L. Alarcon.
By the end of the evening it was
clear that in their representative
capacities and as individuals,
these two men have searched their
souls and society interests in an ef-
fort to justify the imposition of the
death penalty in a particular case ..
At the onset of the discussion,
Professor Delman provided
statistics on the death penalty and
information on its development in
California. The execution of
Steven T. Judy on March 9, 1981,
Uelman said, left 139 individuals
on death row in the United States,
51 of whom reside in San Quentin
cells. Historically, capital punish-
ment was employed "methodical-
ly" in this state through the use of
hanging or the gas chamber. The
long existent pattern of executions
ceased, however, when former
Governor Brown took office in 1958
and brought with him a
"philosophical opposition" to the
death penalty. Not only was the op-
position new to California but it
was a far cry from the vigorous
arguments made by Brown, as
District Attorney and Attorney
General, to uphold the death penal-
ty. '
After taking the microphone,
former Governor Brown pro-
ceeded to set the stage for a gov-
ernor's actions when he is faced
with the power of commutation
just a few days before an execution
is to occur. "A governor," Brown
explained, "has to make a judg-
ment on mercy rather than on jus-
tice. ',' Reports on the atrocity of
the criminal's crime and on the
deprivations the criminal has suf-
fered at the hands of society are
evaluated by the man of last re-
sort. "But in the end," Brown said,
"as governor, you have to hold a
hearing on whether a human being
should live or die, and you're all
alone."
As Brown described the gov-
ernor's power of commutation, he
was reminded of Harry Truman,
who when asked whether, he had
any regrets about dropping the
atomic bomb on Japan Truman re-
plied, "when you are presidenf'of
the United States you get the best
advice that you can. You listen to
everybodythat you can and then
you have to make a judgment. And
then, you must forget about it be-
cause as sure as you're sitting in
this presidential chair, within a
week or two weeks later you'll
have another decision to make -
just as crucial, just as important.'
" "To a lesser extent," Brown
said, "that's the role of a governor
in these death penalty cases."
During his term as governor
from 1958to 1966,Brown was con-
fronted with the power of com-
mutation fifty-one times and ex-
ercised it twenty-three times. Cur-
rently, in researching a book about
the lives of the 23 that were
spared, Brown found that one com-
mitted another crime, a few have
died, and the remainder live nor-
mal lives.
Although many death penalty
sentences were commuted to life
imprisonment by Brown, there
were occasions, he admits, when
the maintenance of his political ca-
reer was probably a factor in
clemency -determinations. Brown
cited one instance when he suc-
cumbed to public outcry and re-
fused to commute a twenty-one
year old's sentence because his
credibility was at stake. In retro-
spect, Brown said, he can't -help
but think "it was not a courageous
decision .to make - to let a sick
man die." Forcefully, Brown re-
peated the Commandment, "Thou
Shalt Not Kill" and said although
we cannot ignore the "human fac-
tor of revenge" and the lack of re-
morse in the criminal, the only
moral justification for capital pun-
ishment is deterrence. The only
way to determine whether the
death penalty is a deterrent,
Brown urged, is to "radically by Adrienne Morea -
change the criminal process." LOS ANGELES-Eight Loyola Law
Professor Uelman continued School students have accepted ju-
the discussion by tracing the role dicial clerkship positions through-
of the death penalty in California out the States commencing in Sep-
following Brown's governorship. . tember 1981.
Only one execution has taken place Two of the students, both Los
in Califomia since the former gov- Angeles residents, will be clerking
ernor left office.' Uelman at- in the United States Ninth Circuit
tributed the lack of more execu- Court of Appeals. They are Robert
tions to a judicial moratorium Hubbell 'Sl, who has been ap- In addition, three students have
which spanned the 1960s and re- pointed "to the Honorable Steven accepted c1erkships in courts out-
sulted in constitutional challenges Reinhardt and Janet Levine, '80, 'side of California including Debra
and stays of executions. The 'for Judge Arthur Alarcon. Boyd '81 (Santa Monica), for
"momentum" of the decade cul- A third Circuit Court appointee Judge Noel' Manoukian, Nevada
minated in the early 1970s when. is Jean Arnwine- '81 (Altadena), Supreme Court; Marc Hankin 'SO
capital punishment was declared who has accepted a clerkship with (North Hollywood), for Judge
violative of the California Con- the Honorable ' Monroe McKay,' Arthur England, Florida Supreme
stitution and the United States United States Court of Appeals, Court and Michael Khouri '80
Constitution. The prohibition of the Tenth Circuit. This is the first time (Venice), for Judge Sarah Hughes,
death penalty, although shortlived, a Loyola student has been ap- United States District Court,
contributed to-public dismay over pointed to the Tenth Circuit. Northern District of Texas.
the courts' handling of the capital ------------------------"'"""'t
punishment issue.
At this point Judge Alarcon ad-
dressed the audience. The leniency
the public complains about, he ex-
Christian Lawyers?
by Mitch Earle
"I can't find-anything practical
that I do day-by-day. which a non-
Christian, immoral lawyer does."
These words emphasized the'
beliefs of Don Howarth, a member
of,.the Board of Directors of the na-
tional Christian Legal Society, who
spoke to the Loyola chapter last
month. Howarth, 1£ graduate of,
Harvard law school, addressed the
topic of how to distinguish a Chris-
tian attorney from a good attorney
before an interested audience of
members and non-members of the
Christian Legal Society.
"There's nothing which I have
had to do as an attorney which has
been inconsistent with my being a
Christian. "
Howarth believes, it is very dif-
ficult to get a concensus, much
less unanimity, on what unique
position Christian attorneys should
have in the law. Howarth revealed,
for example, that he believes there
should be free access to porno-
graphic bookstores.
"We must allow a broad free- . tice, Howarth replied that such an
dom of choice," he explained, idealistic concern is "irrelevant"
"beyond thelaws which prevent us to the role of an attorney in our ad-
from killing each other. God versary system. In a personal in-
created, in the Garden of Eden, jury case. an attorney should not
people to exercise their own free ask for less than what he can get
will." He said that he thought that because he feels that his case real-
this point of view differed from ly isn't worth what his client is
most Christians' and yet there ex-' seeking. This, states Howarth, just
ists the common sectarian belief. shows the judge that the plaintiff
Howarth stated that he felt has a weak case. -
even more strongly about the pro- "Make the best arguments you
hibition of the .use of capital pun- can on behalf of your client and let
ishment,but was once.again aware the judge or jury make any com-
other Christians would disagree. A promises," suggests Howarth.
defendant, even one who would be The soft-spoken speaker, a
sentenced to death, cannot be de- partner with Gibson, Dunn &
nied the opportunity to repent. Crutcher, says that he will recom-
"Once converted a defendant mend that a defendant settle if he
would have every privilege to the feels that the plaintiff will accept
Kingdom of Heaven that the rest defendant's offer even though "I
of us have," said Howarth, who know that my client (defendant) is
currently teaches Trial Advocacy - right and I will go to my grave be-
at Pepperdine. lieving he's right."
AIth6ugh admitting that Water- Likewise, says Howarth, law-
gate has had a. major impact on yers are not legislators. Christian
perceptions of attorneys in gener- attorneys should therefore not be
al, as far as a Christian lawyer particularly concerned with refor-
having a special concern for jus- mation or revisement of the laws,
reasoned the former instructor of
"Politics and Religion" and
"Church and State" at Harvard.
However, he would expect Christ-
ain attorneys to have certain basic
traits of:
Honesty, integrity (diligence),
love, concern, care for other peo-
. -ple, commitment to competence
(exertion of one's effort with all
his might according to the Bible),
purity, sensitivity, tolerance, a
sense of humour ('Iafter all, it's
only life!"), and recognizing one's
limitations (a factor which does,
says Howarth, distinguish Chris-
tians from non-Christians).
"I would expect all Christians
to express these same virtues."
Exhibiting these qualities
himself, Howarth reasonably and
prudently concluded that for Chris-
tian attorneys "I have no easy an-
swers and maybe no answers."
332.5
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plained, may be in part the. res.uIt
of ','the impact of a determination
of reversible error when you have
capital punishment." If prejudi-
cial error, at the trial, caused a
jury to convict, a California crimi-
nal case may be reversed by the
appellate judge. "The tendency is
to tip the balance in favor of find-
ing prejudicial error because the
stakes are so high," Alarcon said.
The irreversibility of an appellate
mistake in' a capital case forces
appellate judges to strictly
scrutinize new arguments, ex-
amine errors, and consider con-
temporary standards of morality.
As .an example, Alarcon re-
vealed just how troubled the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court becomes
when a capital case enters the ap-
pellate arena. In a particular case
the. court reduced a first degree
murder conviction to second
degree after reweighing the
evidence, something which the dis-
sent argued the majority had "no
business" doing. Alarcon urged."
"the court would not have re-
weighed the evidence if it were not
for the fact that an eighteen-year-
old was facing the death penalty."
Following Alarcon's com-
ments, Uelman questioned both
panel participants.
Continued on Page 10
Loyola Law Students
Accept Judicial Clerkships
Other judicial clerkship ap-
pointments include Godfrey Evans
'S1 (Long Beach), for Judge Philip
Nichols; Jr., United States Court
of Claims and George Ritter 'SI
(Pasadena), for the Honorable
Terry Hatter, United States Dis-'
trict Court, Central District of Cal-
ifornia.
Entertainmenf' Law Journal
Premieri.ng -Soon _~
by Robert Rockford
Loyola's two flne legal periodicals (the Law Review and In-
ternational and Comparative Law Annual) will be joined this year
by the Entertainment Law Journal (ELJ),when its inaugural issue
is dedicated in April.
-The ELJ will closely resemble the format and quality-level
of the other two publications.' ,
The first issue features articles by Jay Cooper (a Loyola ad-
junct professor who teaches our: entertainment law course) on ne-
gotiating recording artists' contracts, and by Barbara Ringer
(Register of the Copyright Office, 1973-80)on the effect and future
of the Copyright Revision Act of 1976.Five student comments will
be published, by Bob Steinberg, Yvonne Chotzen, Frank Fine,
Carol Georges, and the- team of Ron Rosenberg & Gregory Kof-
fman. The E.LJ includes a Directory to California Entertainment
Law Firms, which should be especially valuable to students seek-
ing. jobs in this geographic and specialization area.
However, many obstacles had to be overcome. First, it was
necessary to obtain faculty approval for the ELJ to carry the
Loyola imprimatur. This was received at a faculty meeting last
Fall with Dean Bruinsma's assistance and support. Itwas also nec-
essary to solicit articles from the outside authors and student
writers, somewhat "on Iaith" that their piece would see print. Per-
haps most importantly, the editors had to figure out a way fo fund
the ELJ, since the school had not allowed for such an expenditure
in its budget. This year's initial printing of 500 copies is financed
by generous gifts from John Castellucci, Samuel B. Arkoff and
Bonita Wrather. Next year the ELJ may seek SBA funding, al-
though it is possible that it will be self-sufficient after this in-
augural issue establishes it credibility for future subscriptions and
advertising,
The ELJ's editors also believe that next year's editors and
staff members should be granted course unit credit for their ef-
forts. Faculty approval was. recently given fot course credit it
writers and editors of Loyola's international annual, and the EW's
editors are confident that after the faculty sees the high quality
_of this year's journal, its staff will get similar treatment.
Co-editors-in-Chief Alan Thaler and Elizabeth White feel that
giving some unit credit is essential to attracting good editors and
writers for next year, some or-whom they hope will have law re-
view or professional writing/editing backgrounds. Also, a com-
pletely new editorial board must soon be formed, due to the gradu-
ation of virtually all of the inaugural issue's Senior Staff. Thaler
and White recommend the ELJ as an~excellent opportunity for
those students who wish to have the law review-type, writing or
editing experience, but do not have the 50-60 hours per week de-
manded by Loyola's Law Review.
A writing competition may be set up for next year, with cash
prizes to encourage the submission of quality student articles on
entertainment law topics. The EW will cost $10.00, except that
libraries can obtain it for $7.50 and students and faculty will re-
ceive a ~5.00 discount.
Those interested in learning more about the Entertainment
Law Journal or becoming personally involved, are strongly en-
couraged to. contact either Alan Thaler at (213) 654-8419 or Beth
White at (213) 379-5694.
I
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DAY. SBA Survey· Results Revealing
The following survey was conducted by state type questions on the bar. administrative aid, not responsive to stu- tration is interested in contact with the stu-
the Day Student Body Administration dur- 10. Has the SBA adequately represented dent needs, no advising .... I think the dents is when they graduate and have more
ing the most recent elections. The results your interests? . placement services are effective only for money. While the faculty may have some in-
are quite interesting. In reading the various Yes 30 No 50 the top 10% of the class and that the focus teraction with the students, the adminis-
responses please keep in mind that they rep- 11. Should SBA officers be' given of the placement center and the adminis- tration particularly Father Vachon only
resent the views of the students who re- academic credit? Work study funds? tration focused too much on Los Angeles. shows interest in those students who are 1)
sponded and are not indicative of the opin- Yes 11 No 43 (We should foster a national reputation). good looking women, 2) members of.law re-
ions of the DAY SBA or The Reporter. Also Yes 12 <, No 40 ... I've given too much money already.. .. view, 3) people who kiss his EGO- ... Ama-
remember that they offer the views of less 12. Should newspaper editors and staff be Because of Vachon, I'm serious .... I al- jor reason is the administrations lack of
than 1J2 of the 'eligible student voters. given academic' credit? Work study ready gave.. . . I will "have already con- sensitivity to the students anticipated needs
STUDENT OPINIO!,! POLL finals? tributed $15,000.00 during my three years rather than responding after the fact. (Such
1. Should there be a reading period before Yes 11 No 41 here. They have enough of my money.. .. things as scheduling, parking, availability'
finals in the fall semester? Yes 12 No 39 - Recent Administration makes me lean to of the buildings, availability to meet with
Yes 99 No 8· 13. SBA funds should be used for: (check the no side Why should I? .. Never.. .. the students, financial aid, and regis-
2. Should there be a free hour scheduled appropriate items) Vachon There are better uses (or my tration.) ... Administrations attitude puts a
during the week for meetings, speakers 178 conferences and symposiums money '. Well, maybe. It depends on the damper on my desire to contribute. Particu-
and other activities? 141 films direction the law school takes, especially larly the brusk manner in which students
Yes 89 No 18 222 speakers in general regarding the administration .... The law are treated by Dean of Students and the new
3. Should political candidates be allowed 147 beer busts school hasn't helped me financially .... The Dean of Finance .... Because this school
to campaign on campus? 146 parties for years and/or sections administration (Dean Vachon) treats the fails to treat the students with any respect
Yes 87 No 18 98 student travel to conferences students with disdain and disrespect. or concern while attending. Seemingly, the
~. Should marketers of products and ser- 14. The following should be included in the - (Ramos is no bargain either) .... Enough is aloofness of the administration and it's at-
vices related to the legal profession and new building: enough is enough! ... The administration's titude toward the students is only con-
law school be allowed to solicit on cam- 231 student lounge attitude stinks ,1 think the tuition is too sidered when contributions are requested.
pus; including the use of free introduc- 79 art gallery high already Half of my tuition is a con- Build some good relations while the stu-
tory lectures? 171 physical conditioning equipment tribution now Haven't gotten anything dents are here so that the good feelings coil-
Yes 70 No 36 101 video games i.e. Pong, Atari, etc .. of HUMAN value to make me want to care tinue after school. This school fails to ac-
5. Who would you like to have as the grad- 86 pinball machines about the school., .. 1would only contribute knowledge the students as people and only
uate speaker in 1981? . . 15. Among the various means of airing to build parking facilities for the-Ist and 2nd as bodies with an assigned number ... ,. The
varies - greatly - most say State Supreme common concerns and/or suggestions. year male students. Most of the adminis- quality of administration and faculty does
Court of Justices relating to school, the most ap- tration of this school care so little about the not warrant $120.00 a unit much less any-
6. Would you have considered using the propriate method is: students' welfare, comfort and mental thing beyond graduation. The adminis-
. services of an on campus psychologist· 95 individual contact with the adminis- health, tHat 1 don't think lowe them much. tration is conservative and closed minded.
if provided? - tration If their outlook would change, mine would If there was real interest in improving the
Yes 50 No 43 143a dean's forum to elicit comments, .foo. I know that they will start !tissing up quality of this institution and providing for
7. Do you favor the"use of objective type open to all to me when 1 am an alumni, why not start the needs of future students of the law I
examinations in law school courses? 39 SBA meetings . treating the students here with a little de- might consider such contributions. How-
Yes 50 No 43 . 33 faculty meetings cency?, .. Because the school has not pro- ever, m re money to the present group
8. What do you think is the fairest type of 72 suggestion box _ vided me with a sense of school spirit. Only would undoubtedly be used to. perpetuate
exam? 16. Do you intend to contribute to the law the students and faculty here have made it the positions of the conservative adminis-
<Essay 31 Objective 8 Combina-' school after you graduate? a pleasant environment. The administration tration such as Dean Vachon and a general-
tion 64 Yes'"J.64 No 44 No Response 31 has done nothing to enhance this downtown ly less than competentfull time faculty ....
9. I think the primary J'!l.otivation for giv- Undecided 31 image of poverty. The law school has done This isn't an unqualified response. So far,
ing objective exams is:. 16.. If not why? absolutely nothing to make my stay here ap- the administration's lack of concern for the
28 a) laziness on the part of .the pro- The following are the numerical results on pealing or easier, i.e, financial aid, adrninis- student needs, i.e. proper parking facilities,
fessor. the attached page(s) are the longband re- trative concern for the students or school, competent faculty who care about the stu-
31 b) to avoid tbe subjectiveness in- sponses as to the second part of tbe ques- counseling, etc.... Intentional rudeness dents, and counseling services are all things
herent in grading. tion., and disregard from Dean Vachon while act- .this school needs badly, have not earned my
28 c) because the subject matter best This will depend on how approprlateI ing in a representative capacity for the' respect or desire to contribute. Should im-
lends itself to objective examination. feel the spending on, and design of the new school.. .. Because Loyola treats the stu- provements come about before graduation
17 d) 10 provide preparation for multi- .building was to the law school.. .. Lack of dents like _ . The only time the adminis- my attitude may change ....
Loyola Hosts BALSA Conference
by Robbie Tennjel This year'scompetion was
• On February 20-22, 1981, judged by ten prominent Southern
Loyola's BALSA hosted the Far California attorneys. The final-
West Regional Conference of the _ .round ·judges. included the Hon-
Black American Law Student's As- orable Loren Miller Jr. {Pomona
sociation. There were approx- Superior Court Judge), Diane
imatley twelve schools present Whiting- (Attorney and former
who represented the states of Cali- Chief Justice for Scott Moot Court
fornia, Washington and Oregon. at Loyola 1979-80),and Stan Sand-
The .BALSA chapter at South- ers (Attorney at Law).
western University School of Law Saturday's activities encom-
worked jointly with Loyola passed three workshops: Enter-
throughout the conference. South- tainment Law, Family Law, and
western opened the donference by Criminal Law. Among the partici-
sponsoring a "Potluck" on Friday pants was the Honorable Dion
night, February 20, 1981. Morrow (Compton Superior Court
On Saturday, February 21,1981, Judge).
the Frederick L. Douglass Moot Following "Happy Hour" and
Court Competition was held. The the presentation of awards, Satur-
schools participating included day night climaxed with a fun-
Hastings, Boalt 'Hall, Gonzaga, drainsing dance at the Con-
Puget Sound, Santa Clara, Univer- solidated Plaza.
sity of San Francisco. Awards for On Sunday morning, the re-
Best Oral Argument ami Best gional business meeting' was held
Brief went to Hastings. during a champagne brunch. Dur-
Although Loyola did not partici- ing that meeting, new officers
pate in this year's competition, were elected. Common problems
Larry Lewellyn of Loyola com- of law students, schools, and the
peted in the 1979-80school year and community were assessed and
placed against Boalt Hall and the goals were set for the coming
University of San Franscisco. year.
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In retrospect, this year's fall
conference provided an opportuni-
ty to hear highly skilled moot court
competitors who presented argu-
ments oh practical legal issues. It
was an excellent weekend to fel-
lowship with other Black students,
to share experiences and to gather
the strength that is needed to sue-
.cessfully meet the demands of our
legal education system.
According to its president,
Yolanda Clark, Loyola hasbeen a
frequent host of the conference.
Yolanda, now serving her second
term as president, has been very
active in the efforts toward re-
building the Far West Region of
BALSA. Through her diligent ef-
forts, Loyola remains a key school
in the leadership for the Southern
Consortium within the region. "
During this school year, the
Loyola chapter has pledged its
energy toward regional needs and
has chosen to concentrate its ef-
forts toward community respon-
siveness. We view the regional
community as our work area, for
this school year, and are convinced
that a better region will ultimately
benefit each student and school in
this community.
Our special thanks for an ex-
cellent conference go to Loyola's
committee: Yolanda Clark,
Dorothy Baker, Althea Baker,
Larry Lewellyn, Lejon Stewart
and Lynwood Davis. At South-
western, we thank Stephanie
Bolden, Desiree Gordy, Hurde1e
Jacke and Karen Ragland.
We appreciate the time and
support of all of the attorneys,
judges, and !>participants who made
this year's fall conference memo-
rable,
Jessup Team Sweeps Competition
By Jay Hieatt
and Duff Murphy
Loyola Law School's Jessup
Moot Court Honors Team won the
Pacific, Regional Competition of
the Philip C. Jessup International
Law Moot Court Competition on
March 7 and 8 in Fullerton.
Loyola emerged victorious in
all categories, winning Best Team
and Best Oralist (John Feldsted),
while finishing second in the Best
Memorial category.
John Feldsted, Lesley Mehron,
Keith Meyer & Tom Normandin
were chosen last November on the
basis of written memorials and
two oral rounds before Alumni
judges, team members have spent
count less hours researching this
year's problem, "The Demarca-
tion of a Boundary Between Two
African Countries on the Continen-
tal Shelf."
In addition to the preparation of
two memorials. for the national
competition, the team followed a
rigorous schedule of oral practice
rounds. The practice sessions were
held four times a week and often
attended by Alumni or faculty
judges. Video-taping was utilized
to assist the members in develop-
ing their presentatiorial techni-
ques.
,Lesley Mehran : and Keith
Meyer represented the team in the
firs of the four round competition.
They defeated last year's cham-
pion, Western State. John Feldsted
and -'fom Roddy Normandin com-
peted against our crosstown rivals,
Southwestern, the only school
beside Loyola who has won the re-
gional competition twice.
On the second day of the com-
petition, Feldsted and Normandin
out distanced Boalt Hall's duo 3
and O. Menran and Meyer entered
the final round against Pepperdine
and also garnered a perfect 3-0 re-
cord. The competition betw~n
Continued on Page 10
OFF TOTRE NATIONALS-The Loyola Law School Interna-
tional Jessup Moot Court team are. (from left to right) Jo.hn
Feldsted, Thomas Normandin, Jay Rleatt (team coach), Keith
Meyer and Leslie Mehran.
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An Ed ttorialAdjunct Oearn? Teddy in '82
As Dean Ted Bruinsma prepares to toss
his Mercedes into the ring of contenders for
the Republican nomination for the United
States Senate in 1982, we would like to ex-
amine the possible repercussions on the
Law School.
The first question which comes to mind
is the extent of his political acumen. Given
the rumored competition which includes
Congressmen Goldwater, Dornan, and Me-
Closkey, Presidential daughter Maureen
Reagan and the real sleeper, incumbent
Hayakawa, the, '82 senatorial field promis-
es to boast the biggest celebrity line-up
since the Towering Inferno. It is likely that
Jerry Brown will lead the Democrate·
hopefuls. All in all, the odds seem so heavily
stacked against the unknown Bruinsma that
one feels that he has the chance of Don
.Quiote attacking a nuclear reactor.
In California, name recognition seems
at least as important, as the issues. One
need only look to the names Reagan, Brown,
Tunney, Curb, George Murphy, and Hay-
akawa to find that nepotism and/or show
business are invaluable aids in gaining polit-
ical power in this state. Mr. Bruinsma
. hopes to end his anonymity by appealing to
businessmen for large sums of money which
he would use to establish his accomplish-
ments. Money may buy recognitiori, but·
many of the better known candidates will
undoubtedly enter the fray with equally well
endowed war chests.
Regardless of the eventual outcome of
the election, there is always the possibility
that the school will become even more
strongly identified with the corporate con-
servative wing of the Republican Party.
While most wealthy donors are con-
servative by nature, the activities of a parti-
san, political dean might damage the repu-
tation of the school. Bruinsma indicates
that he has sought to balance the Board of
Trustees and Visitors by bringing on promi-
nent members of both parties. But in spite
of such assurance, our doubts are not as-
suaged.
Brunisma believes that the law school
would benefit from his political foray due
to the exposure his campaign would create ..
This share-the-limelight theory may in fact
be true. However, the increased identi-
fication will not be the result of the achieve-
ment of the students or of the faculty. In-
stead it will be the result of his per-
formance. In a sense, we. go into the battle
with out good name at his side or at least
on his vitae. If he does succeed, then our
reputation will be enhanced, not to forget
our increased access to Washington. If on
the other hand, he sinks like the Titanic, the
school might get wet.
As mentioned previously, Bruinsma's
main problem is lack of name recognition.
This weakness extends to the law school, for
many of the students we queried did not
know the name of the dean and even fewer
could identify him although at 50 paces all
of them could locate his car. This anonymi-
ty is the result of the role he plays as dean.
He has very little to do with the student re-
lated aspects of the school. Curriculum de-
cisions, grading procedures, and the hiring
of professors are within the domain of the
faculty. Most, administrative contact with
tile students is channelled through the other
deans.
Bruinsma seems to have two main areas
of control. He is in charge of the adminis-
tration and fund-raising.
Until now, his main battle has been in
moving the Development Office away from
the main campus. This office is responsible
for the building fund which is halfway to its
8 million dollar goal, for increasing the
anemic endowment fund, and in setting up
a new staff under Robert Cooney. This new
crew has only been operative since January
so it is difficult to assess their success in
solicitation. Bruinsma has also been hard at
work developing media and corporate ties,
and in strengthening alumni ties. Most of
our sources indicate that he has been doing
well in these endeavors. Much of the dean's
time has been spent in revamping student
support services. He has brought Mike
Flanagan to Financial Aid and Frank Real
to the llegistrars' office.
Bruinsma stated his belief that his in-
. tended leave of absence would not adversely
effect the school. He feels that the develop-
ment office is now ready to operate on its
own and the rest of the student services are
now in capable hands. While we compliment
him on his successes, we disagree with his
conclusion. If he leaves, the school will suf- .
fer in at least two areas.
He has established himself as a heavy
hitter for the school. He has gained access
to the media, to the corporate boardroom
and to some powerful political figures. He
has also bolstered the Boards of Visitors
MAKE 1HA,
CHECK OUT,O
LOYOLA FOR,
5fNA1f CAMPA
and Trustees. Hence, who will be able to
court the community while he is away?
There is no one who could take over his es-
sential role as chief fundraiser while he is
on sabbatical.
If Dean Bruinsma had been here long
enough to develop the momentum of a well
oiled staff then his absence would not be
felt. Unfortuately, this is not the case. He
has just built the organization. They are not
yet experienced enough to justify putting
them on automatic pilot.
The second area which demands ex-
ploration involves the ethical aspects of his
action. (And many of you thought that the
PRE was the last time you. would hear men-
tion of that term?)
. Manv members of the search committee
said that had they been aware of
Bruinsma's political plans at the time they
would not have agreed to his selection.
While some knew of his involvement with
political fundraising committees, none ex-
pected him to become a candiate.
Bruinsma, himself, told us that he con-
sidered challenging Senator Cranston in
1980, but chose the deanship instead. He
-said his interest was reignited by Reagan's
strong victory because he felt that the con-
servative tide would make his candidacy
more viable. .
To us, it is not so clear as to the nature
of his aspirations when he took the dean-
ship. They were certainly on the back
burner. The question remains whether he
had a duty ito inform the members of the
search committee about his plans. That
committee put in long hours in an effort to
find a dean who would make a committment
to strengthen the reputation and the finan-
cial standing of Loyola, and they selected
Bruinsma fully expecting him to make such
a committment.
Is it possible for Bruinsma to separate
his advocacy for the school from his own po-
litical campaign? It is not such a blatant
conflict as to force potential donors to query
whether to make the checks out to Loyola
Law School or to Ted Bruinsma, but his can-
didacy leads us to wonder how he can keep
the two projects separate. Is it possible for
the man to build a Chinese wall within his
personality? Perhaps the ABA has rules
which limit the outside involvement of a
dean, like the ones they have limiting the
hours of law students who work. For like
such students who share school and work,
his political activity presents a problem of
divided committments. Invariably one task
will flow into another. Even if he performs
the Herculean task of parting the two, there
is no way to avoid the appearance of conflic-
ting loyalties ..
Let us give you arrexarnple. Two months
ago, one of our editors wanted to interview
the Dean about the new building in order to
write a story. He was told by the Dean's
secretary that he would have to wait three
weeks for an interview. He scheduled the
appointment only to have it cancelled. When
this same person came across several writ-
ten and oral reports of the Dean's possible
candidacy, he went in to make another ap-
pointment with the Dean. When the Dean
over heard the reason the writer was look-
ing into the rumors concerning his sena-
torial plans, Bruinsma immediately
ushered the editor into his office, where he
turned the journalistic tables by interrogat-
ing him about his sources. Thus, one subject
got an immediate response while the other
was forgotten. No person placed in a similar
position, would have acted otherwise. The
question becomes one of divided
"Loyolaties." ,
, In our interview with Bruinsma, he
made it clear that he has long harbored po-
liticaJ aspirations. We have no doubt that
one of his major motives for taking the
deanship was to build his resume and to
gain contacts with some powerful donors.
Given his past record, Loyola was but one
stop on his yellow brick road to Washington,
D.C. But the relationship was also advan-
tageous to Loyola, at least in theory. The
school wanted Bruinsma for his corporate
knowledge and his business contacts. Hence
the question is not one ofintent, but of value
received by both parties: Has Bruinsma
given adequate consideration to the school
in exchange for increased credibility and
contact with the donors which he received?
This question - should be answered by
those people who will be most affected by
his decision. These are important times for
Loyola, for it has a chance to climb out of
obscurity and gain the recognition it de-
serve. We therefore recommend that the
Dean meet with members of the Loyola
community including students, faculty, and
the administration to discuss the impact of
his candidacy upon the school.
Legal History: Don't Leave Loyola Without It!
By Jim' Hughes
If your legal education is at all
typical, it's been a bittersweet bal-
ancing of, on one hand, learning
everything .you've been told the
good lawyer should know, and, on
the other, satisfying your daily
sleep requirement. Ultimately,
and alternately throughout the
semester, one or the other suffers
to a certain extent. The key to suc-
cess, it is whispered by the mys-
terious "they" who are the re-
positories of all truth, is in the bal-
ancing. But, you respond through
glazed eyes, how can I achieve that
exalted state of equilibrium when,
from out of nowhere and in addi-
tion to the normal workload, I'm
admonished to peruse Blackstone
for historical perspective, seek out
the human and ideological side of
our constitutional decision-makers
for insight into their predictabili-
ty, and develop a passing familiar-
ity with leading legal personalities
-and their ideas?
The solution to' your dilemma,
I submit, is consolidation. Make
the historical and philosophical a
part of your formal legal educa-
tion. To wit, let me re.commend
the existing course in legal history.
A representative sample of re-
quired and suggested readings,
none of which are excessive by
comparison to a normal course
workload, would certainly include
examination' of the following is-
sues and personalities. William
O. Douglas under Warren and
Burger: a study of clearly the
most prolific recent liberal mern-
ber of the Court via his Go East
Young Man and The Court
Years. How could any rational
judge consider a tree deserving of
standing in federal court? Was this
apparent lunacy what prompted
several unsuccessful impeach-
ment attempts against him?
Lord Denning, Master of the'
Rolls of the Court of Appeal of
England: discussed in timely
newspaper articles and book re-
views. Why would a peer, celebrat-
ed member of the Judicial Com-
mittee of the House of Lords which
is comparable to our federal Su-
preme Court, step down to serve
on the Court of Appeal, an inferior
court? No scandal was involved.
Felix Frankfurter, from Vi-
ennese immigrant to Harvard law
student and law professor, who
succeeded to Cardozo's seat on the
Court, via comments by colleagues
John Harlan, Hugo Black, et al.
What animus motivated the dist-
inguished F.F., as he was known,
to drop messages to the floor
before handing them to pages,
causing the page to stoop before
him?
The present and recent past
hisJory of the teaching oj law,
via comments by Roscoe Pound,
Learned Hand, Samuel Williston,
and F.F. himself. How suited to.
modern practice is' a system de-
vised by Langdell one hundred
years ago? -
Dred Scott, slavery, and the
ill-fated Roger Taney; as
elucidated in the opinion, pre-Civil
War history, and the tortured
memoirs of Taney himself. How
could any judge personally op-:
posed to slavery, opine that blacks
were not "citizens" constitutional-
ly? Or was his private life only lib-
eral posturing?
Pickering, Marshall, Chase
and judicial impeachment;
"high crimes and misdemeanors;
as told through transcripts of
Chase's trial, biographies of
Marshall, and writings of Joseph
Story, Earl Warren, and F.F. Why
was Chase the first and only U.S.
Supreme Court justice ever im-
peached? How did he narrowly
avoid conviction, despite obviously .
politically partisan remarks from
the bench?
If any of these questions or sub-
ject areas sparks your interest,
you owe it to yourself to grow in-
tellectually fat at the oasis of legal
historical literature, after' having
survived the Sahara of the substan-
tive law. (Sorry, I COUldn't resist
the metaphor.) If you've seen
nothing you like, consider the time
gaps in my sample. Certainly, your
awareness of the history of the law
and the men Who shaped it will
give more definition to your sub-
stantive knowledge. But the'
greatest benefit of such study will
be, as Holmes put it, "to practice
law in a large way." And it is this
broader perspective and deeper
appreciation of the law which, so
I'm told, makes a lawyer an in-
strument of social betterment and
not a mere paper shuffler.
Ed, note: The writer's father is an
historian who has long -criticized
the legal profession for a lack of
historical perspective. Perhaps
now his son can go home for a visit
.without being called a shyster.
A NEW YEAR ...A NEW YOU
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Loyola: 1984 Olympic Site
In a somewhat surprising
move, the Los Angeles Olympics
Committee announced today that
the 1984 summer games will be
held in its entirety on the campus
of Loyola Law School.
Southwestern Law School
alumus Mayor Tom Bradley made
the announcement at the Los An-
geles Press Club, in what veteran
observers called his first cam-
paign appearance i.before this
year's election. He was joined by
Loyola Dean Theodore A.
Bruinsma, who used the news con-
ference to announce his own cam-
paignfor the U.S. Senate, thereby
saving the $25 Press Club rental
fee. - -
Responding to reporters' ques-
tions, Bradley said that Loyola
was chosen from a field of top con-
tenders with, comparable facil-
ities, including the University of
West Los Angeles School of Law,
- the "University of San Fernando
Valley College of Law and
Josephson's BRC of America.
"Although it was tough to de-
cide, Loyola was picked because
it's the only school already located
on Olympic Boulevard," Bradley
explained.
He said Southerwestern neven
considered hosting the games.
"Loyola needs the extra income
the Olympics will generate to pay
off the American Bar Association
accrediting team and keep up its
'front as an academic institution,
while the' ABA never even visits
Southwestern," Bradley added.
Other reasons for Loyola's
selection include:
*Plenty of free, nearby parking
(except on Thursdays & Fridays
between noon and 2 p.rn.), 'under
the direction of Assistant Dean
Leopold Ramos;
·Loyola employees who, can
readily join the Olympics staff, in-
cluding Fredrica Sedgwick, who
will light the Olympics torch;
Quentin "Bud" Ogren, who will
serve as starter for the track and
field events; Richard Alderman,
who will run in the mile event;
Mrs, Martha Robinson, who will
act as head cheerleader for the
U,S, athletes; Harry Laughran,
who will test athlete breath for al-
cohol content, and act as timer and
Pam Hutt, who will sell tickets to
all competitions with admission to
be paid in three installments with
a $10 fee to be paid in advance.
·Renowned food facllities (ask
any doctor at County-USC's Poison
Control Center) and spacious patio
dining;
·Basement, which can be-
flooded for swimming and rowing
and a library whose temperature
is already perfect for ice skating
(so that the Winter Olympics could
also be held at the Loyola site);
*Parking structure, to be used
as the site of the steeplechase
(women's events on the first two
levels, men's above, when and if
space is available);
*Friendly celebrity look-alike
securi ty guards;
·Close proximity of United
Parcel Service, especially conve-
nient for letter-bomb terrorists;
. ·Crossing guard, who can sing
the Jamaican national anthem
while waiving a stop sign;
*Trailers, which can be easily
converted to an Olympics Village,
complete with boardwalks;
*Offices in the Apple Betty
building, which will no longer be
needed, because Joan Profant has
finally found a job, and the Place-
ment Center is moving to Employ-
ment Development Department
Perish Not Publish -
Sorry Father - There is no second spot on the ticket, but I ~ouId always use a good administrative aid,
(unemployment office) of the
State of California,' since that's
where the other 90% of Loyola
graduates wind up anyway, also
explaining Loyola's proximity to
Skid Row.
Bruinsma noted it was particu-
Iarly, meaningful that the Olym-
pics, founded in Athens, would
take place on California land Own-
ed by the vatican,
Reporters- questioned Loyola's
commitment to sports, since its
former field and basketball courts
weredestroyed to make room for
a new four-story instructional
building now under construction.
Bruinsma explained that the struc-
Law-School Faculty Disappears
Alderman disappears on flight to Houston
Bob Benson: fails Schlitz Taste Test, is unable to dif-
ferentiate' Schlitz Beer from. Chateau Laffitte
Rothschild.
Dean Bruinsma: found to have changed his name
from Trojansma after UCLA won first NCAA title.
William Coskran: reprimanded by ABA after it is.
discovered that he was surfing in the raw.
(blank) Cowen takes job as summer replacement for
Mr. Rogers on PBS.
Curt Garbesi named by President Reagan as new
head of the FBI. -
Cal Grant was successfully launched into space
where he is permanently orbitting Pluto. His assign-
ment is to find out if there is superintelligent life in
space.
Steve Hirsbtick: found dead in his office rumored to
be distraught over the Chicago Cub's trading of D~ve
Kingman.
Michael Josephson was fatally shot as he was break-
ing into office building on Olympic Blvd. The o~ficer
said that he aimed for the leg but the bullet hit the
short man in the head.
Harry Laughran wins record sum on TV show Make
Me Laugh intends to go on Borscht Belt Circuit as
Harry "Make Me Laugh"-ran.
Susan Liebler-opened a punk hair salon in the valley.
Fred Lower replaced S. I. Hayakawa as chief seman-
ticist at the American Institute of Sophistry.
Jack McDermott still lecturing after 142 hours.
Elephant Gun filled with tranquilizer failed to bring
him down. Experts hope that he exhausts himself
before school term ends in May.
Quentin Ogren in hospital after knocked himself out
during Con Law course.
Found with 3 underage students in his office Jerry
Rosen was brought up on Morals Charges. He claims
he was giving them Oral Exams.. ' .
Joe Sliskovich charges his name to Helvering claim-
ing it is easier to spell and .cite.
Clem Smith in satisfactory condition after hitting her,
head on podium after picking up her books.
Dan Stewart-leaves LLS to set up male modeling and
escort service. Plans to write scholarly treatise ori
Tanning while Teaching.
Bob Sulnick joins radio station KLOS morning show
with Frazier Smith. He will teach Too Hip Torts.
Talenfield Tonner, Schechter and Burke, defendents
in first year class action suit. They are charged with
conspiracy and violation of the Eight Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution. .
Lloyd Tevis to play rabbi in Little House on the
Prairie on NBC.
Dave Tunick takes sabbatical, plans to turn Inherit
the Wind into comic light opera. He will also do the
choreograph.
Gerry Uelman quites teaching post to become str-
inger for the Los Angeles Lawyer.
Authorities called off search for Donald Wilson in the
New Guinea rainforests where he had gone -to do re-
search on his new Nutshell Book on 'Trading with
Headhunters.
Dean Vachon leaves Loyola to take over position as
Dean of Boys at Cardinal Zinn High School for Boys
in Harlem. In appreciation for his services, the SBA ,
gave him an asbestos collar.
Harry Zavos shoots himself with dart gun after he
is found guilty as codefendant in '$15,000,000libel suit
against The Loyola Reporter. Since all 'the students
were judgment proof, Zavos was ordered to give up
his 67 Dodge Dart, his racquetball racquet, his FM
radio and his tweed jacket.
Post Bar Cruise Announced
ISSUE: Whether a law student who is over $15,000 in debt and
on the verge 'Of insolvency can wrangle another $3,000 to go
on a luxury cruise trip?
RULE: If Mom and Dad have the bucks to spare after making
payments on your condo in Westwood, your BMW and your Yves '
, St. Laurent wardrobe as weil as having paid for your education
and your other needs, DO IT!
ANALYSIS: See the places where news was made during the
last three years while you have been holed up in .Iaw school.
Atlanta, Buffalo, Salt Lake City. See firsthand how these cities
have adopted their own unique affirmative action program. Then
you will fly to South Korea where you can see the free and easy
lifestyle of this mountain paradise. From there you will board
our specially refitted Liberty Ship and begin your exciting jour-
ney.
Kampeche. After anchoring in Ho Chi Minh City our group will
take a relaxing 14 day forced march through Vietnam, Once in
Kampeche you will be one of the few Americans to visit this little
known but soon to be discovered Asian Paradise to see youth
in Asia. •
Afganistan. A favorite off-the-beateri-path-high-country-full-of-
Soviet -Tourist-Hot-Spots where you will be treated like a Com-
missar King, Dan Rather recommends it for excitement and
Nielson says it can't be beat or even subdued.
Iran. Where you can have a religious experience. Don't worry
about accommodations, the Iranian Government will take care
olall arrangements. But please remember not to take any towels
or ashtrays.
Horn of Africa. A dieter's paradise, Liv Ullman was very much
affected by the iand and its people, you wilf feel the same way,
South Africa. If you liked Birth of a Nation or Gone With The
Wind you'll love this provocative place. It is a beautiful land of
racial harmony and is moving toward a brightfuture with all de-
liberate speed.
Poland. You should get here just before the influx of Soviet
vacationers. A proleterian paradise where the people have noth-
ing to do, but be friendly and lounge around waiting for their
next meal.
Northern Ireland. Living is cheap here and finding a room, a
house or a vacant cottage is no problem. A place with a unique
kind of religious toleration.
Guyana. And you thought law school was a repressive environ-
ment or that Father Vachon was mena. Here you can see that
collective action and religious devotion to work. The natives
have invented their own potent drink called a Kool Aid Colada,
it' packs a real punch. No cameras, or recorders please.
San Salvador. Our last stop before returning to Los- Angeles
takes us to this Central American hideaway, 'which must be seen
before it is overrun by American tourists. Excitement is every-
where in this trcplcalparadlse. You will see things that you won't
believe. Alexander Haig says this is where its happening, a mix
of East and West full of passion and a little bit of that Latin un-
predictability.
No Minority Grants available and Food Stamps are not ac-
cepted. Ciao!
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~ wish to convey our thanks to the members
'_
. of the LOYOLA graduating class of 1981
- -
for your support of our review course.
, , ;"
.~ trust tha: you will find your confidence
..
in us to .be well placed, and that we will
.
continue to sustain themeasureof excellence
.that you haoe grown to expect .
, - .,' ~.-the Staff of BAR/BRI .
"
;
TH,E 'MU.LTIS'TATE BAR REVIEW
-
IJ801 West Olympic Boulevard • * Suite 7
Los Angeles, CA 90064 • (2'13) 477-2542
.- .
, .
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Interview.~.Profant on Your Future
Continuedfrom Page1 Yes I do. But, I think that com-
_ position of Loyola, in terms of the plex seems to be melting away as
hiring, that Loyola; s status is ef- .of this year. And I see that the to-
fecting employment. tal-student population is willing to
. I believe yes, I really do. The say \ve think that we're quite good
legal community perceives school to an interviewer. When I first
turning out very qualified people came here, the ctitisms that all of
and they are now pursuing us. ' the alumni had about the students
4. What about the job picture interviewing from Loyola on cam-
for student looking for employ- pus was that they were all so de-
ment outside of Southern Califor- fensive about Loyola: Whenever
nia. they would put the standard ques-
I think there is a definite prob- tion why did you choose Loyola;.
lem in that area. We have not ag- Loyola people would immediately
gressively pursued those markets crumble and say will be handi-
andour studentpopulation tends to . cappedin finding work. "I couldn't
stay in Southern California. 85% get into someplace else or its close
are graduates who located in to where I live." Never would they
SouthernCalifornia so we have a say" I like 'being here. I really
built in population who located in think I'm getting a good legal
SouthernCalifornia built in popu- education."
lation that in the area, wants to re- The people who are not from-
turn to the area. We have older Loyola would say "what's wrong
studentsthat have mortgages and with you students, don't you give
families in the area so that they them interviewing counseling?"
. are not as.geographically flexible. you really ought to train thesepeo-
And then the job market here is pIe becausethey're doing foolish
also quite fine in comparison to things. I put this to students at
other parts of the country. We Stanford, what are you here for, its
have not pad a lot of students inc an ordinary interview question.
terested in expanding, and we, as. 'But you' people respon~
a placement office, have not yet. negatively I'm really amaze<N:_gi
aggressively sought out those going to do something about it."
areas. That's a perception that the stu-
On the other hand, we have dents have got to change for them-
begunto becomebetter known na- selves. I don't think that the legal
tionally. Wehave gotten Allen ide market has only any doubts about
to the Supreme Court clerk, we Loyola being anything other than
havesuddenlygotten people on the quite a good law school.
EastCoastto know about us, I can 6. What percentage of recent
seea tremendousdifference from Loyola have obtained jobs through
3 yearsagowhen I would attend a the interview process, prior to tak-
National Conference and be in- ing the bar?
troduced and people would .say, The statistic has been running
"where areyoufrom?" Now that's 'about 10or 12%, I think it's' going
not the case. They'll say, "you to run higher for last fall, but I
'havethe Allen ide or the Supreme don't have that statistic yet. It's
Court." Totally different kind of going to run substantially higher
thing, very refreshing.And so I see than last fall. Prior to that we
that combinedwith a pbn to ex- don't haveany statistics, sofor the
pand that market next year, the first year we don't have anything.
reputation of the law school -and Last year we had someand that
studentswhoare seeingto bemore statistics was between 12and 15%
confidentor more agreeable to the of the total class who ultimately
idea of searching for work, in found a full time job. However,
Washington or Chicago or Hous- ourstatistics were doneat ttie time
ton, I think that we will gradually 'of graduation, if the secondyear
gef them into it. But I don't ever job turned into a permanent time
see us, unless we change the stu- job we didn't report that figure. In
. dentsapplication of 81of becoming other words I don't have a good
a .school that is comething other statistic that would break that
than a good regional, west coast, down.
Washington, Oregon, California 7. Sowhat advise would you of-
kind of entity. . fer to' the other 85%who will not
5. Do you think that Loyola stu- get a job through interviewing.
dentshavean inferiority complex. What can you offer as a placement
office? andWhat advise would you'
give to them besides utilizing
, Placement Office?
There are three things I would
recommend. First of all I think
that they should know that we are
clearing house for every piece of
information that we can get about
lawyers hiring lawyers. And there-
fore, what people needto know as
to how do various sectors have
when they hire so that they can do
the things. that are necessary. On
their own or through us or just by
knowing that most gov't agencies
don't then you know where and
when and how to apply andyou will
be able to take advantage of that.
So a clearing house.of info-people
should know we have tbat and
that's being developed..And if peo-.
pIe don't know they need at least
get 'the infor from us or they
Two, they should know that the
vast majority of law firms are at-
tempting to hire their lawyers by
hiring law clerks. The reason they
have law clerks is not just re-
search but also as a recruiting
tool. The intention of the law firm
is to hire somebody who might
have the potential to becomeanas-
sociate one is needed at some-
point. So if the students know that
the clerking jobs are not part time
throwaway, but are the major ac-
cess into most law firms in the
areas then they would seethat we
value the clerking position highly,
they are the best most direct way
of feeding into law firms.
I think that the student doesn't
know that we do have a graduate
service and that we 'are really
working aggressively on that pro-
gram in 'an attempt to make sure
of developing job listings tht come
to us for recent admittees, new'
graduates, and those people with
bar results. And that group of list-
ings will provide a lot of people
with jobs after law school in a
market that is open at that point
to them for the first time. As of
this Spring we are going to pull in
the 3rd year day and 4th year eve-
ning people who are graduating in
May and start putting themon that
service in April or May so that
they can get accessto the jobs that
are coming in that mainly are talk-
ing about people with bar results,
but that they might apply for. So
that's another part of the service
we do attempt to give asmuch as
possible, job counseling, regarding
resumes, writings, interview tech-
niques, the career sometimes of-
fered by the alumni. I think that
that's a major piece of info that
the people need to know is ac-
cessible to them to equip them.
The thing that I have said before,
I perceive that this is another
group of law students - its my job
to get asmany of thosestudents as,
possible and to tell people the best
way to jump through. And so that
I think that's kind of two identi-
fying the job and telling the people
the best way to get the job.
50% to 60% of graduates are
employed at the point of gradu-
ation. Soa quarter, of the class of
1979found work between the time
they took the bar and the time they
,got the results. And then the last
group we finally endedupwith 98%
employed as of our May 1deadline
- who got work at the time they got
the bar results. So that's the time
frame for this whole thing.
8. Give me the importance of
clerking in terms of finding a job
services do you offer people who
are interested and also what rec-
ommendation would you make to
1st, 2nd,3rd year students in terms
of desirability of their clerking.
. The clerking jobs to me are the
most important service that we of-
fer the most important part of the
, service so that part of the delimina
is getting all of them that we possi-
bly can.Wedo that by soliciting all
the law firms in L.A. saying here's
a service that we can offer to you.
We also solicit all the alumni once
a year and say our students are
available, your law clerking posi-
tions, we know that this is the way
that you ordinarily hire, and that
is the kind of service w can pro-
mote to you, we're very talented
people. Sopart of A is getting the
jobs at the door. Also, I attend
most of the alumni events and I
usually make a small pitch I know
most of you people are too small
to interview on campus but we
need your clerking positions. So
getting the jobs at the door is
something we spenda lot of time
doing. You soebda major portion
of my time getting thesepositions.
They are much tougher to get than
the onecampus.The clerk jobs are
kind of a question of one going to
dance and coming home with
someone's card and calling them
the next day and saying you want
to hire a clerk. So-the recruiting
for the clerking jobs is a major
task.
, 9. Are there enough 'clerking
jobs for the number of students
who are here?
I think so. In 1978-79we had
something like 400 clerking jobs
listed with us. Last year we had
like 897. We have doubled the
number of clerking jobs in the last
2 years. The number is going to be
substantially higher this year. So
that I think that in a few years
time we are going to be 900- 1000
individual clerking jobs from
firms in Orange County, Ventura
andL.A. I think that we are getting
a good jump into the market. So I
feel pretty comfortable. The sur-
vey of the class of 1980- a ques-
tion we put to them was what did
you think aboutthe individual list-
ings for student jobs. We got the
highest marks in that area. They
felt that the job listings were ex-
cellent, they-saw the most helpful
thing that we offered to them was
access to the student jobs because
those turned irito permanent jobs.
They didn't know that when they
.were students, but in retrospect
their advice is ten students that
those clerking jobs are important
and they should be selective be-:
cause those are the jobs that will
become the job offers. And they
wought to know that when they go
to work, they don't go to work for
the money or the experience, go to.
work for a firm you like to as-
sociate with. Don't waste your
time with a firm that you don't re-
ally want to be with because you
are going to get an offer from
them, and you'll be in a terrible
dilemma of having a firm offer
from an employer that you really
don't want to associate with.
10. As to the advisability now
for Ist, 2nd, and 3rd year students
taking clerkship positions?
3rd year students should defi-
nitely have structured their sched-
ule so that they are able to clerk
part time. They need to -e with
firms that can make an offer to
cover them regardless of what
their future, to cover them while
they are taking the bar, while they
are waiting for results.1think that
most 2ndyear studentsshould seri-
ously consider part time and to go
full time during-the summer. And
the schedule is usually such that
most can balance the academics
ContinuedonPage9
II
. "
Exams Are Just' Around the' Coroner
EXAMINATION RULES AND PROCEDURES
A. In General .
1.Any student who violates any of these rules or otherwise obtains improper as-
sistance is subject to dismissal from the School.
2. A student who observes a violation or apparent violation of the examination
rules or the Disciplinary Code is under an obligation to report that violation
to the proctor or to the Registrar's Office either during the examination or
promptly upon its completion. Failure to report such a violation may subject
the student to action under jhe Disciplinary Code.
3. Once the examination has begun, a student may not consult any materials
which the professor has not authorized for use during the edam, may not com-
municate in any manner with another student, and may not look at another
studeht's examination papers.
4. Examinations will begrn and end exactly on the hour unless specified otherwise.
There 'will be a full 60 minutes in each hour.
5. Students may keep the questions after the examinations, unless otherwise prov
ided. The number of questions in each course will be determined by the pro-
fessor, and each professor may have special instructions printed on his or her
set of questions. One such special instruction may be that a separate book
be used for the answers of each question,
6. A schedule will be posted on the Reg. Board showing which rooms are assigned
to each course. Typing rooms will be so designated.
7. Students' identification numbers will be used as examination numbers. The ex-
amination number must be placed upon the outside front cover of each ex-
amination book turned in. Students are warned specifically as follows:
(a) Do not write your name on any blue book.
(b) Make certain that your 'number and the name of the course are written
legibly on 'each blue book in the spaces provided.
(c) If you fail to put your-number on a blue book, you may hot receive credit
for the answer.
8. Typing Examinations. Those students who wish to type must sign the ap-
propriatelist which is available in the Registrar's Office by the last day of the
reading period. Typing will be in Rm. D unless otherwise posted.
B. Procedure· Before the Examination
1. Unless 'otherwise permitted by the professor, no student will be permitted to
carry any books, notebooks or other papers into the examination room.
2. Before the beginning of the examination, a set of questions and exam booklets
will be placed at each examination station.
3. Ten minutes before the scheduled time for beginning the examination, students
will be permitted to enter the appropriate room. The student may arrange his
or her examination books and typewriter etc., but is not permitted to look at
the questions until the scheduled beginning time. A student wno tooks at the
questions before that time may be precluded from taking the examination.
C. Procedure During and After Examination
1.Attached to the examination questions Winbe two forms. On one of these forms,
the student will print his or her name and identification number, and sign direct-
ly beneath; this form will be collected immediately after the start of the examina-
tion. On the other form, th~tudent will write his or her identification number:
this form must be turned tnwlththe student's blue books.
2. Each student must heed the margins on the edamination book pages. Each
typist must use double psacing.
3. There will be no talking in the examination room, in the halls, or in the lavatories.
Staff and tacultyrestroorns may be used during examination.
4. The proctor may, at any time, examine a student's examination books, type-
writer or case, or take other appropriate action.
5. Each stud net should take care not to make any unnecessary nolse during the
examination.
6. No, smoking, eating, or drinking Is permitted In the examination room. '
7. A student who believes that there is a typographical error or unintentional am-
biguity in a question may ask the professor giving the examination. No other
questions will be permitted.
8. At the end of the examination period all writing must stop. The papers must
be handed to the proctor immediately. No excuses will be accepted for continu-
ing to write.
•
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CES/BRC INTRO'DUCES
, '
, .
STUDY AIDS',
-, -
PACKAGE PROGRAM, >
~ ;. . .
WORTH UP TO $150
., C'O,URSE OUTLINES
, . -
.M()st 'lst ana 2nd year subjects
~
• 'DI'SCOUNTSON, SU'M&. SUBSTANCE
BOOKS AND TAPES
• EXAMSMANSHIP CASSETTE TAPE
,
FREE if you enroll in CIBRC Bar Review Course
- FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT A BRC CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
, ,
LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL ,
/
Elise Jacobs 478-4417
Paul Bruquera ,387-8469 ' Pennv Kelen 828-0818
, )
Kenneth Costanzo 826 - 5683
,
Francis Barrett 664-1037
BRe Stephen Nichols 666-2628Leslie Kenyon .David Fleming 821-4162
John Shean 448-4130
Donnadee Gale 473-9158 Catheri ne Stevenson 394-4840
Mark Hennings' 382-0725 Belinda Stith 2965973
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Building
Continued from Page 1
As far as parking is concerned,
the four-year-old report explicity
recognized that "parking needs
beyond (the) on-campus capacity
must now be satisfied by desig-
nated street parking." However, it
should be pointed out that this
assessment was made prior to the
restriping of parking space allot-
ment in the structure in Fall, 1980.
Before the changes. were made,
the structure- built in 1973, pro-
vided 366parking spaces. The cur-
rent capacity of the structure is
400, according to Johnson, who
adds, "parking spaces will in-
crease by 20% as soon as the L.A.
City Council amends the current
20% compact car provision to
40%." In any event, the Master
Plan statement still bears validity
at present as it is obvious that
more than a few male students are
forced to scramble for the sur-
rounding street spaces.
"They could sell parking per-
mits to everyone, but then there'd
be a lack of spaces," noted John-
son. This is the reason, says the
Operations Director, why, at cer-
tain times of the day, there may be
unfilled parking spots in the struc-
ture.
Johnson noted that the intensity
of parking demand fluctuates in
proportion with student sched-
uling. At the beginning of the
school year, says the newest
Loyola administrator, there is a
greater demand, whereas, after
people have gotten into their rou-
tine schedules, carpooling tends to
reduce the strain. .
"As shown by the parking
projections, parking demand at the
campus after the expansion and re-
modeling project, and after en-
rollment has leveled at 1,000 stu-
dents, will continue to exceed cur-
rently available on-campus park-
ing," says the Master Plan. Al-
though the study indicates re-
peatedly that "future enrollment
will be carefully limited," Dean
Bruinsma, in a recent interview,
indicated that enrollment at
Loyola would not be reduced to
1,000 but would stabilizeat about
1,200students. There are currently
1234 day and evening students at
Loyola. '
STUDENT PROVISIONS
The first new building is sched-
uled for occupancy by Fall
Semester, 1981.The present three-
story building was built in. 1963
when the law school moved from
its former location on Grand Ave-
nue.
The first floor of the main
building will be "the students'
floor." The largest free space in
the new building will house the stu-
dent 'lounge. Approximately 80' x
71', the area will provide couches,
comfortable chairs and tables
capable of seating 40-60students.
The present student lounge was or-
iginally intended to be used as a
locker room (that is, a room fun
of lockers). The Gehry report
shows that the lounge can com-
fortably hold "but 8 or 10 stu-
dents. "
. Student lockers plus five stu-
dent organization offices will also
be provided, according to the
study. This does not include a sepa-
rate SBA office, which will be
almost three times the size of each
of the other student offices. In re-
lated plans, expansion of outdoor
Iounging/dining area seating is to
projected. Specifically, the Gehry
Master Plan says that the 90 seats
currently available on the patio of
Gil's will give way to 228 seats at
Recreational'
Facilities
Survey Resul ts
Administration
Faculty
Students:
2nd year day
2nd year evening
3rd year day
3rd year evening
Total Response rate for
students and overall
41%
33%
43%,
15%
47%
52%.
26%
Note: 1st year day and evening, and 4th year evening students
as well as adjunct faculty, did not respond to this survey.
With respect to preferences for recreational facilities, the survey
responses indicated the following trends:
Tennis courts were preferred I1fz times as strongly as the second
strongest preferred facility, a swimming pool. A swimming, pool , was
in turn preferred I1fz times as strongly as was the third choice, a basket-
ball court. The same showing of desire for a basketball court expressed
its desire for lockers and showers. Not far behind were collective re-
quests for volleyball and raquetball courts, followed by track and
baseball areas, and ending with sauna, jacuzzi, and handball courts.
The two-year-old survey revealed that a sizeable number of the
2nd year day students who responded wanted more green areas and open
space. "This place has too much concrete," was a typical comment. In-
dividual responses concerning preference for athletic facilities grew
more varied.
For example, one overdriven student geared up for a "mini-motor
cross," Another parred down his expectations and recommended that
a "putting green" be installed. A similar suggestion opted for a less so-
phisticated version of the same, a "miniature golf course."
Then again, there was the vote for "stables." Almost as practical
were the suggestions that space be set aside for "ice hockey," "scuba
diving," and "a ski jump." And finally, one rather unabashed 3L voiced
his recreational preference for "nude dancing." (Verification available
upon request.)
No Respect
Recollections of a Lame Duck
by Ken Collins, Lame Duck
The end of a year - the end of
law school .,; it's enough to almost
make a body nostalgic. Almost.
But it is a good time to make
assessments (hopefully not too
self-serving) about the last year
and the Day SBA.
. At the beginning of my term as
Day SBAPresident, Iattempted to
establish priorities for the issues
we were facing. Through dis-
cussions with several classmates,
alums and staff, we isolated three
problems. Foremost 'was campus
security. Second was escalating
tuition fees. And running a close
third was an amorphous area that
for lack of a better phrase I call
Loyola's inferiority complex. It's
now time to report on what
progress was made.
At this time last year we ex-
perienced a series of incidents that
prompted a reevaluation of the
campus security. Several students
and I submitted suggestions and
reminders to the then head of cam-
pus operations, Bob McCord, all of
• which I felt were seriously con-
sidered and many of which were
implemented, .
The results include increased
patrols, the new guardshack, walk-
ie-talkies and 'mace' classes for
staff and students. Most of the
credit goes to Mr. McCord.
Not quite as much success can
be reported on the tuition front. al-
though the 14% increase does par- concomitant inferiority complex.
allel inflation. It appears to me As I continue along the transition
that the disproportionate share of from student to professional, I am
the school'S income that is shoul- constantly re-impressed with the
dered by tuition (93% at last high regard that practicing at-
count) will not be decreased torneys and judges hold for
without a stronger and more ac- Loyola. Yet there is still an under-
tive alumni. . current of doubt in the students.
Two factors enter into this Our efforts to address this 'identi-
equation. First, the administration ty crisis' have included such seem-
cannot alienate individual students ingly superficial projects as re-de-
for three or four years and then ex- signing the school decal, lobbying
pect them to cheerfully write for a student speaker at gradu-
checks, Many of my efforts with ation, and establishing a yearbook. -
the deans and staff have attempted We have also continued the fairly
to encourage them to realize that new traditions of Libel and Slander
the welfare of the students as peo- Night and the end-of-the-year Cele-
pIe is integral to the immediate bration banquet.
workings of the institution. , I firmly believe that much of
Secondly, the school needs .to the SBA's purpose is to counteract
offer more attractive events to the the more viscious pressures of law
alumni to increase their partici- . school and to' affirmatively pro-
pation. I applaud the tentative ef- mote the sense of identity that's to
forts of the Dean's Forums, al- value to us and our careers. I h9pe
though I'm not convinced that 8:30 this year's Day SBA has done so.
a.m. is the best of all possible Many thanks to Belinda Stith,
times. Although the Day SBA of- this year's Evening SBAPresident
fered program this year that at- and to Dean McAlphin-Grant for
tempted to reach the profession at their _help all' year. A special
large, notably the statewide Public thanks to -Joan Profant, who I be-
Interest Law Conference and the lieve has revolutionized the Place-
Gun 'Control panel, much more ment Center, for producing more
needs to be done to capitalize on . Career Planning Seminars than
the school's proximity to the down- ever before. I would also like to ap-
town legal community, Perhaps plaud the Alumni Association
the expanded facilities will en- Board of Governors for their ex-
courage more events. cellent work and, most especially,
Finally, we tried to address this the staff of the school who never
school'S lack of identity and the failed to help when asked.
tables.
According to Johnson, there
will be three classrooms on the
second floor of the new building
and three more on the third floor.
Modification of the 1977report ni-
veals provision for a campus min-
istry on the first floor of the new
building. A chapel and sacristy
will be in a separate building in
phase two of the four-phase
project.
Also in phase two, separate law
review, international law review,
and moot court program offices
are to be included. The extensive
building program will also produce
a separate moot courtroom ac-
companied by a mock trial room,
a mock law office (with a one-way
mirror in a movable wall), and
housing for audio-visual equip-
ment. Free standing classrooms
are to be completed in this second
phase of the building project as
well.
The new construction will also
see the grouping of all the adminis-
trative offices of Loyola Law
School under one roof. Surrounding
the deans' offices will be the of-
fices for Adrnissions, Financial
Aid, Registration, Development,
Placement (with parking for alum-
ni and recruiters), Administrative
Assistant and Student Ac-
counts/Business (with a reception
. area). According to the report,
space for several new operations
has also been slated including a
Health Service facility.
The Gehry plan did indicate an
awareness of several major stu-
dent complaints of the present
building, which should be inherent-
ly rectified in the new building.
Narrowness of the hallways on the
main floor and dingy lighting were
noted as primary weaknesses cur-
rently. Also mentioned as top
priorities of dissatisfaction were
the dense library space, retricted
student access to restrooms, and
the irregular temperature control.
A study (November, 1977by Al-
bert C. Martin and Associates)
upon which the Gehry report was
based, concluded that the under-
lying motivation for the multi-mil- .
lion dollar construction program
. was because" It/he law school ex-
presses no 'sense of place,' no feel-
ing of 'being somewhere of any
consequence.' " Thus, some of the
goals which the Gehry report in-
corporates were:
"To create a sense of place and
physical identity for LLS that will
be perceived by visitors as well as
daily campus users."
"To integrate the law clinics
into the campus, expressing its
unique educational and community
service .'role. (While recognizing
the present uncertainties about
clinical education.)
"To provide an improved sys-
tem of parking and access for stu-
dents, faculty, and staff."
Profant Interview-
Continued from Page 7
with the clerking. Experience is
that when people begin to clerk for
law firms, their academic studies
usually improve, The reason is
that they get a realistic view of
what is important and what isn't .
They begin to see that it is not such
a tremendous task. They get to
meet a lot 'of interesting people,
who are not super human. There-
fore they are not as intimidated by
the academic theoretical pace.
They start feeling like they are ac-
complishing something. It seems
more realistic; it makes good
sense. And they start getting much
more confidence so that they don't
seem to mind the dilimma So I
guess .what I'm saying is that I
think 2nd year students could and
should think about clerking part
time. If not they definitely should
do clerking during the summer.
Because they need the experience,
they need it on the resume to make
them competitive and they proba-
bly need that practical employ-
ment to supplement their legal
education.
11. What do you offer in terms
of helping people spruce up their
resumes or designs.
We have written' material and
resume workshops which we'll do
more of next year, and group set-
tings.
13. Many students will choose
area of law to concentrate on, ear-
ly in their law school careers, what
is your opinion of this course of ac-
tion.
My personal reaction, is' that
the best. thing is to get a basic
broad education by choosing those
courses that you are attracted to.
Because the feeling of the employ-
er is you can not establish ex-
pertise. Even though you might be
"look at the labor law courses I've
been taking," their feeling is that's
nice and you've established an in-
terest in labor law and would you
be willing to work with that in-
terest and train consciously with
the labor deptment of our firm, but
it doesn't really help you, you're
more competitive in the market.
The other side of the coin is that
the firm really wants a researcher
who is mallable and will flow'into
the areas where the firm has need
and if you come in with a very hard
core interest not really being able
to do much about it, the firm will
see you as a troublesome person
not able to go where the need is.
Unless You're in a unique position
, of having done something prior to
law school school makes sense, so
if you have been a director of per-
sonnel, of a large corporation, you
come to law school to get a J.D.
Degree, and your resume can re-
flect what you've done prior to law
school is probably not what the
firm would ask you to do. People
can rarely take taxes and walk out
and get a tax job without taking
something else. So it can be dan-
gerous to direct yourself too much.
And hope that's going to help you
get a job. If your feeling is that's
your interest and you do it because
of the interest, and you want to
. work very hard into taking these
things thats available to you. Then
by all means take courses and
learn as much as you can. That's
not the same thing as saying that
it sound help you find a job.
co.
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Death Penalty
Continued from Page 2
In response to a question con-
cerning delays in appellate review
after imposition of the death pen-
alty, Alarcon said, that it is the ex-
treme case where a delay of five
or seven years occurs. The usual
amount of time for complete ap-
pellate review is two years.
Alarcon stressed that his concern
was not with long delays but rather
with the possibility that an individ-
ual could be executed too quickly.
With regard to dissatisfaction
with the jury selection process,
Alarcon said that a criminal is en-
titled to a fair and impartial jury
and the press' publicity makes a
search for such a jury difficult and
prolonged. "This," he stated, "is
not the fault of the judicial system
but a product of a society with a
free press." Brown rebutted that
jury selection in the Watergate
trial took-one week and that there
could have been no more heavily
publicized trial than Watergate.
Directed to, Brown was the
question, "is it appropriate to ex-
ercise the power of clemency in fa-
Gourman
vor of someone because they have
been on death row solong when re-
ally the delays are of their own
choice in terms of exhausting all
the appellate remedies we make
available to them?" Brown re-
sponded that he had little sympa-
thy for those on death row but he
said. "They are stili human beings
no matter what they did, and if
you're going to put them out let's
do it efficiently,"
Finally, asked of Alarcon was.
the question, "Do we have the
moral resolve in this country to
carry out 739 executions?"
Alarcon surmised the mood of_peo-
ple in general is one of fear and an-
ger and stated, "if anyone could to-
lerate the execution of a large
number of persons they could,"
~ Following more questions, in-
formal conversation, and refresh-
ments the evening came to a close,
Although the discussion may not
have resolved personal ~le' as
experienced by some i the au-
dience, it did provide an . fo ed
basis from which to draw a con-
clusion about capital punishment,
whatever it may be.
JAMMIN'! The hot L & S band featuring Joe Spirito on truimpet, Mike Coombs on sax, Greg
Khougaz singing lead vocals, Dave Flemming on guitar, and Mike Havas picking up bass. Not
shown are "Smoothness" on lead guitar, Steve Nichols on drums, and band leader/pianist Howard
Davine.
Continued from Page 1
problems have left the school with a weakend reputation.
In the past, Gourman has been critical of the Loyola adminis-
tration. He felt that it lagged behind the students and the faculty in quali-
ty. He feels that Dean 'Bruinsma had started to solve that problem. He
is, "very impressed with the new dean," believing that Bruinsma's back-
ground as a businessman and a lawyer will be a real advantage to the
school:"
He also believes that it is the role of the faculty and the adminis-
tration "to. re-educate themselves to realize that we're not taking stu-
dents in this place that have been rejected or couldn't make it in another
school. This attitude has to completely wash itself away, The adminis-
tration and faculty members have to have a common goal. If they see
it the students will see it." _
For Loyola to move further into the top echelon it's necessary that
"they improve.their public relations. They have to improve their alumni
association." The older alumni seem to have more positive feelings
about the school.whereas the newer ones have less loyalty. He said that -
the recent alumni "believe that there was too much bungling in terms
of the students and in terms of the whole law school. What could have
happened if you didn't have this new dean in there it would have tailed
off completely. It would have become a second rate school."
Along with the improved public relations, Gourman believes that
the new building will help, but he still sees the school's biggest need
as developing a stronger sense of 'purpose and direction.
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Examinations
Larry Roberts and Nan Luk.e kickin' it up during Lible and Slander Nite, 1981. Yee-hah. Review
on page 12. . - " . .
The Howlin·g...-
Continued from Page ]2
in fact, werewolf related. After a
number of of bizarre and fright-
ening.Incidents happen in the co-
limy (including her husband giving
_up his (universal weight machine)
for a female werewolf who looks
like a refugee from a bondage
'show or like a customer from the
Ralph's Market" on Western and
Franklin) Karen calls up the re-
porters and asks for help. Terry
promptly drives up and begins to
piece together the missing clues.
She then gets into some heavy
trouble and calls up a friend who
tries to come to the rescue with a
rifle loaded with silver bullets. It
is at this juncture, that the thinly
veiled mystery ends and the blood-
bath begins. Virtually the whole
cast is decimated in this human
destruction derby. The film
doesn't really have a climax. It
simply runs out of actors to kill.
There are perhaps two people
who should be spared, the music
composer and the special effects
man. The music was high quality.
It was in fact, the only element
which added suspense to the film.
Its power was, however, undercut
by weak visuals.
The special effect man Rob
Butin, should be granted immunity
because of his youth. While his
work was at times intriguing,
much of its impact was diluted by
bad editing. At points when the,
tranformation of human to
werewolf was in progress, the film
seemed almost to stop. It'was as
if the director knowing that he had
a good thing going stretched it un-
til it lost its zip. This trans-
formation seemed to take forever
. & I began to wonder why the vic-
tim chose to hang around.
Unlike the old horror classics
with Lon Chaney and Bela Legosi
and which had style and grace, The
Howling left me with the sense
that the good guys were as dis-
picable as the werewolves. The old
films allowed the viewer to de-
velop compassion for the beast as
Olympics ...
Continued from Page 5
-ture is merely being built on cam-
pus to facilitate his Senate race
fundraising, "since people think
they're giving to Loyola." When
completed, it will be moved across
the street to become his campaign
headquarters, and a l00,OOO-seat
stadium will rise on the corner of
Olympic Boulevard and Valencia
Street.
Bradley said that Assistant
Dean Lola McAlpin Grant will be
in charge of entertainment for
Olympics-goers. He made the ap-
pointment in view of her prior ca-
reer, immortalized in the Barry
Manilow song, "Copacabana,"
whose lyric captures her very es-
sence: "Her name was Lola; she
was a showgirl. . ."
In response-to inquiries regard-
ing possible dislocation of Loyola
students,' one of the deans, As-
sociate Dean Richard A. Vachon
said, "I will treat our students
well as the victim. Furthermore,
they usually ended on an upbeat
note with the good guys winning. In
this film only one of the sympa-
thetic characters gets out alive. At
times it looks like a home movie
done by Charles Manson, or Law-
rence Bittaker. With.the amount of
senseless -violence already in the
papers and on the news it certainly
makes one wonder why anyone
would want to add to the gore.
with the same consideration, un-
derstanding and compassion that I
have consistently demonstrated in
the past." When asked to clarify
his remarks, Vachon replied: "Let
them eat wafers."
Jessup team ...
Continued from Page 3
these teams was fierce and the
judges extended-the time allocated
for the round to ask additional
questions before pronouncing
Loyola the winner of the fourth and
final round.
As the winners of the Pacific
Region, Loyola is one of the top
twelve teams in the United States
and will compete in the National
Competition held this April in
Washington D.C. to determine
America's representative in the in-
ternational competition. Over
twenty two nations participate in
the annual competition which will
- .conclude in April of this year.
..
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If You Can't Laugh at Loyola Who Can You Laugh at?
Libel & Slander Night Righton~Target
by Jonathan ~andel
After two years of masquerad-
ing as the Eric Lampel Show, Libel
and Slander night finally came out
of the closet and lived up to its
name. The show turned its guns on
the right targets, our friendly pro-
tagonists, the faculty and adminis-
tration. It has been said that the
quality of an institution can be
measured by its willingness to ex-
amine itself with humor. If Libel
and Slander Night is an accurate
gauge, Loyola has entered the
ranks of such schools.
As a general rule the best
pieces were the simpler ones. Seth
Aronson, subtly impersonated Pro-
fessor Trinkaus replete with his
meanderingly pertinent asides.
Effective in two different roles,
John West played Loyola's own an-
swer to Maynard G. Krebs, Pro-
fessor Sulnick, and did a rather good concepts, but the execution
scintillating caricature of our own seemed to wander astray. Hence
teenager, hearthrob, Michael they did not have the impact of the
Lightfoot singing a lispy song shorter skits and monologues.
.called "Wild Thing." These loose. ends were obvious in
The prize for the best per- a number of skits. The journey
formance by a student in a pro- Through Harry Loughran's Mind
fessorial role goes to Michael was a boring cross between the
Coombs who pulled out all the Budweiser Taste Buds Com-
stops in his portrayal of Quentin mercial, the Fruit-of-the-Loom
"Bud" Ogren. Commerical with the talking fruits
On the Monday following Libel and a film called Fantastic Voy-
& Slander Night, Ogren's Con Law' age. The takeoff on Gil had some
class went into hysterics when the good moments especially in the
good-natured professor un- rather avaricious portrayal of the
consciously mimicked his imitator old entrapaneur himself. It.also
Coombs by slapping himself on the had some soft spots. For instance,
forehead. Rumor has it that Ogren Michael Ziering seemed to be
is going' to take an independent more like Bruce Springsteen in
study course from Coombs in the tennis shoes than Rob Hubbell. As
fine points of teaching. one law reviewer put it While Rob
The longer skits were not as aka Michael was pawing a girl,
successful. Some were based on "Rob never acted like that." Per-
haps Rob becomes a different guy
when he is behind closed doors?
The skit in which Jesse the Secur-
ity Guard confronted a male stu-
dent about whether the second
floor ramp is only for women
started off strong, but in time it.
lost direction. Clearly, the lack of
rehearsal time detracted from the
effectiveness of the longer
sketches.
For many of the audience and
some of the performers the high
point of the evening was the muc
heralded debate between Steve
"Sugar Ray;' Spitzer and Pro-
fessor MichaelvBoca de Dinero"
Josephson, Spitzer, the underdog,
buoyed by the crowd's sympathy,
took the offensive in the early
_roupds. His opening jabs favoring
the usefulness of Bar Review
Courses were very funny. .And
while not on point they certainly
established him as a up-and-com-
ing Borscht Belt Debater. In Top
Hat and Tails he looked hard to.
beat. But Josephson, not to be out-
done, managed to fight back. Un-
expectedly, he dropped his draw-
ers to reveal he was in Iact Super
Prof, replete with the Big Sand
Loyola's Erik Estrada look-alike, played by Mike Coombs,
holds up Skip Koening with his walkie-talkie and his charm.
The Last Metro
by Greg Alarcon
Francois Truffaut's "The Last Metro" superbly
explores the hopes and cares of a theatre group
struggling for survival in German occupied France
during the Second World War. While the film deals
with anti-semitism, a controversial and relevant top-
ic today, Truffaut handles the subject in'a character-
istically personal manner placing people above issue.
Catherine Deneuve as Marion Steiner is the star
and manager of the theatre. She has hidden her jew-
ish husband and the theatre's director Lucas (Heinz
Bennent) in the basement of the theatre, unknown
even to the others in the troupe. .
. Gerald Depardieu is Bernard Granger, the male
lead of the play, who loves Deneuve but is torn by
a sense of duty to the Resistance.
Jean-Louis Richard is Daxiat, a French critic-
collaborator whose virulent anti-semiticism threat-
ens the theatre as he edges painfully close to the dis-
covery of Lucas in the basement. .
The film continues luxuriously though evenly
paced with a three level plot which goes from the
real, to the particular, to the personal. First, can the
play continue among the terror filled environment,
secondly, will Deneuve be able. to safely conceal
Lucas though he insists on directing from a distance,
writing stage cues from his hiding place, finally, will
Depardiea and Deneuve be able to find love un-
daunted in light of Depardieu's inward drives to fight
for his country juxtaposed with Deneuve's loyalty de-
spite passion from her husband? Truffaut has
elegantly blended these complicated lines in a touch-
ing tribute to love, honor, and survival. The film's
title refers to the last available transportation which
French citizens would have to take after the theatre
.performance without violating the German imposed
curfew of 11:00 p.m. Like the entire community, the
theatre troupe lives in a world of restrictions and
barriers. It is their courage and resiliency which en-
lightens the film.
1\ comparison must be made to Truffaut's "Jules
and Jim" for which one is likely to see similarities.
First, both films concern two men and a woman sur-
viving together through a World War. Next, both
films' fictional story lines are interrupted by
documentary footage to place the wistfulness of the
character's lives into historical perspective.
Further, the child of Jules and Catherine in
"Jules and Jim" Sabine Haudepin, plays the am-
bitious ingenue Nadine Marsac some seventeen
years later in "The Last Metro." Finally, composer
George Delarue who hasn't worked with Truffaut
since the early sixties again creates a woefully bit-
tersweet score. .
In Truffaut's "Day For Night" there was similar
celebration in the joyful magic of filmmaking much
as "Metro" does with the theatre. Equally applicable
to both are the notion of a small community fighting
both inside and outside pressures to fulfill their
dream of entertaining others, perhaps the highest
aim in the Truffaut world. Using that as a guideline,
Truffaut has succeeded triumphantly.
..The Howling
by Jonathan ~andel
The Howling is a film that had
to be expected. After the success
. of Love At First Bite, a comic tale
of a Dracula visiting New York, it
was inevitable that some film-
maker would attempt to transplant
a werewolf to California. Given
the precarious state of affairs in
Eastern Europe under the iron
hand of the Communists one
should not be surprised that
werewolves would come to the
Cape, who in the guise of the mild-
mannered Michael Josephson,
quiet law school prof, teaches at
Loyola. While his opponent was re-
vealing himself, Mr. Spitzer was
heard to say, "And this is the guy
who wrote the book on moot court
debating." But such is what hap-
pens when those pneumonics go to
your head. After this startling rev-
elation Josephson took the in-
tiative. With a deft tongue he not
only managed to defuse a poten-
tially BRC destructive argument
- he also turned it into a plug. He
also humbled Justice Ziering dur-:
ing a questioning session. All in all,
the two put on a great show if not
a rather questionable debate.
. The Libel' Slander Night Band
under the skillful direction of
maestro Howard Davineproved to
be an unexpected diversion. Not
onlv rlirl thf'V provide :lOf'pt accorn-
paniment for the musical num-
bers, but they also showed their
rock and roll prowess in two star-
ring numbers. It must be reassur-
ing for them to know that if all else
fails including John Profant that at
least they have the opportunity to
earn a living in an honorable way.
Overall, given the limited re-
sources, the production was sur-
prisingly good. I would like to see
the idea behind Libel and Slander
Night expanded. For if a few peo-
ple have the talent to put on a good
quality show in spite of the con-
straints, imagine what might oc-
cur if they were given more time
and financial support.
Photos by
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"Super-Preff" Josephson sneers at Steve Spitzer, as the student
debater is introduced. Looking on is "Judge" Garbesi. ...
"Professor Josephson has had to resort to calling me everything
ranging from an impotent rapist to a-drug addict. But, hey, what
I do with my spare time is MY business."
Werewolves in Hot Tubs
West in search of new op- they move to an Esalen-like colony
portunities. After all, how many of neurotic werewolves. This film
subfreezing misty nights can one proves that Hollywood, is still the
stand in the Transylvannias before land of imagination. Where else
he succombs to the temptation of could people get away with putting
a warmer, more laid back environ- werewolves in hot tubs and calling
ment. Throughout the world, Cali- it art? .
fornia is famed for its tolerance of Unfortunately, The Howling is
eccentric lifestyles. not a comedy, it is instead an ob-
Like most new arriv~ls arrivals . scenely violent film. It is a Class
the werewolves immediately seek B rehash which wastes an unsually
to establish a community of their good cast. In fact, it is a mix of the
expatriated peers. In the Howling, worst elements of The Werewolf,
The Incredible Hulk and Network.
The picture begins in a tele-
vision studio where Karen, the
beautiful news anchorwoman,
played by Dee Wallace, is prepar-
ing to meet with a crazed killer of
women. Upon receiving instruc-
. tions, she goes to his secret lair
hidden in the bowels of an adult
bookstore. This unseen assailant
puts her under a spell and just
before he attacks her, he is killed
by a police bullet. Karen is so
shaken by this incident that she
and her husband, who is a former
football star and is now a gym in-
structor, journey to a therapeutic
colony up the coast. There she
meets a rather strange assortment
of loons.
Meanwhile back in L.A., two re-
porters find evidence which leads
them to believe that the killer is
not actually dead. This informa-
tion implies that the crimes were
